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House Resolution 195

By: Representative Cheokas of the 138th 

A RESOLUTION

Recognizing and commending Roger Sinyard, outstanding Georgia citizen, upon the1

occasion of his retirement; and for other purposes.2

WHEREAS, Roger Sinyard is a beloved native of Hawkinsville, Georgia, who has loyally3

served his community and the State of Georgia as the extension agent for Marion and Schley4

counties for the past 12 years, using his wealth of knowledge and experience to help5

numerous local residents; and6

WHEREAS, he first earned a degree in animal science from the University of Georgia and7

then began his career serving farmers and residents as a professional horse trainer; he had a8

27-year career as a talented horse trainer, diligently working both as an independent trainer9

and for Buena Vista Farm; and10

WHEREAS, with a reputation for having first-hand knowledge of the people and the land,11

Roger Sinyard made the perfect candidate to serve as the extension agent for Marion and12

Schley counties and he aptly shared his knowledge so as to help others; and13

WHEREAS, as a university employee, he developed and delivered educational programs to14

assist people in economic and community development, as well as provided much needed15

leadership and assistance related to a variety of family, agricultural, and environmental16

issues; and17

WHEREAS, in recognition of his many accomplishments and contributions as an extension18

agent, his community grew to both respect and love this astute southern gentleman; and19

WHEREAS, following his many years of exceptional service to his south Georgia20

community, Roger Sinyard will enjoy a much deserved retirement, working on his own21

family farm and enjoying his hobbies which include woodworking, hunting, fishing, and22

developing "primitive skills" like making bows and arrows; and23
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WHEREAS, he is a devoted husband and family man who has shown much gratitude for the24

support of his loving family and numerous friends; and25

WHEREAS, a virtuous and humble man, Roger Sinyard has set a high standard for others26

to follow through his many years of dedicated service to local farmers, his extended family,27

and his fellow citizens, and it is abundantly fitting and proper that the successful career and28

many contributions of this exceptional Georgian be recognized.29

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that30

the members of this body recognize Roger Sinyard upon the grand occasion of his retirement,31

commend him for his years of successful contributions to the farmers of Georgia and to his32

community, and extend their sincere best wishes for many more years of health, success, and33

happiness.34

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized35

and directed to make appropriate copies of this resolution available for distribution to Roger36

Sinyard.37


